Introducing Vitrola

Vitrola™ is a finely tailored, transitional reflection on the 19th century French Empire style. Simplified geometry and proportions make it right for the times. Shown above with accent pillows.

Seating shown in DesignTex ’Tweed Multi, Medium Grey.
Vitrola features contract grade construction throughout to meet the needs of commercial applications. The series is available in two back heights and also includes an ottoman. Shown with coordinating Dawson tables.

Additional information can be found on the Global website.

Seating shown in Arc-Com Hush, Mist.
The workplace continues to draw on the residential experience to temper the face of technology, reminding us we are more than just another nine to five generation. Shown with accent pillows and ottoman.
Color it your way

Features

Classic swoop arm design

Accent pillow

Piping detail standard on all models

9” tapered solid wood leg

Ottoman

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in DesignTex Tweed Multi, Medium Grey
Above: Maharam Houndstooth, Umber and Mayer Primo, Denim.